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HIGH QUALITY
GREAT PRICES
About Us

Distinctive Decor Accents is a virtual showroom for that per-
son looking for a special item for a special space. Hopefully, 
it will excite the imagination, whether by a splash of color, a 
contrast of textures or a diversity of materials as wood, metal 
or glass.

Distinctive Decor Accents is an online shop with something 
for everybody!
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GALAXY ART GLASS VASE KYOTO DOUBLE LINEN CABINET
Swirls of color and a shapely freeform silhouette 
come together to create a truly stunning piece of art!

Sleek and slender storage unit adds contemporary 
style to your décor!

SOLAR GARDEN WALL LANTERN CAT DOOR STOPPER
Delicate scrollwork wall plate and classic hurricane 
lamp make a gracious addition to your outdoor space.

Cast iron door stopper with stretching cat figurine.

GOLDEN RAYS SUNBURST MIRROR 34-PIECE KNIFE SET
Features a beveled mirror inset in a burst of shimmer-
ing golden sunshine rays.

If you’re a home chef (or hope to be), this knife set is 
the perfect tool kit.

$74.67 $151.73

$27.94 $6.50

$89.69$82.23
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Desk Screens L-shape$ 2500 $ 2500
$ 1999 $ 1999Desk screens can be added to Lean desks in order to 

create a more focused work environment.
Desk screens can be added to Lean desks in order to 
create a more focused work environment.

A1020N L : 2000 mm  D : 1000 mm H : 740 mm A1020N L : 2000 mm  D : 1000 mm H : 740 mm

Single desk to two Model with a side storage$ 2500 $ 2500
$ 1999 $ 1999Desk screens can be added to Lean desks in order to 

create a more focused work environment.
Desk screens can be added to Lean desks in order to 
create a more focused work environment.

A1020N L : 2000 mm  D : 1000 mm H : 740 mm A1020N L : 2000 mm  D : 1000 mm H : 740 mm

Lean a strong Single desk to two$ 2500 $ 2500
$ 1999 $ 1999Desk screens can be added to Lean desks in order to 

create a more focused work environment.
Desk screens can be added to Lean desks in order to 
create a more focused work environment.

A1020N L : 2000 mm  D : 1000 mm H : 740 mm
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RECAST TABLE LAMP TALL HUDSON CANDLE LANTERN
This lamp has a story to tell, and it starts and ends 
with stylish design!

This lantern blends old and new with the perfect mix 
of wire and wood.

ROPE HAMMOCK SAILORS KNOTS THROW PILLOW
This comfortable cotton rope hammock features a 
fabulous design that looks as great as it feels.

This charming pillow will attract land lovers and 
seafarers alike.

FAMILY TREE PHOTO WALL DECOR WOVEN CANE STOOL
Show off all the beautiful branches of your family 
tree in style!

Bring island style into your living space with this 
gorgeous woven faux rattan stool. 

$37.30 $23.49

$29.90$59.74

$44.80 $104.57
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